We analyze the grammar generation algorithm of the RePair compression algorithm and show the relation between a grammar generated by RePair and maximal repeats. We reveal that RePair replaces step by step the most frequent pairs within the corresponding most frequent maximal repeats. Then, we design a novel variant of RePair, called MR-RePair, which substitutes the most frequent maximal repeats at once instead of substituting the most frequent pairs consecutively. We implemented MR-RePair and compared the size of the grammar generated by MR-RePair to that by RePair on several text corpora. Our experiments show that MR-RePair generates more compact grammars than RePair does, especially for highly repetitive texts.
Introduction
Grammar compression is a method of lossless data compression that reduces the size of a given text by constructing a small context free grammar that uniquely derives the text. While the problem of generating the smallest such grammar is NP-hard [1] , several approximation techniques have been proposed. Among them, RePair [2] is known as an off-line method that achieves a high compression ratio in practice [3, 4, 5] , despite its simple scheme. Not only experimental studies, there have been several studies analyzing the generated grammar size theoretically [1, 6, 7] .
Recently, maximal repeats have been considered as a measure for estimating how repetitive a given string is: Belazzougui et al. [8] showed that the number of extensions of maximal repeats is an upper bound on the number of runs in the Burrows-Wheeler transform and the number of factors in the Lempel-Ziv parsing. Also, several index structures whose size is bounded by the number of extensions of maximal repeats have been proposed [9, 10, 11] .
In this paper, we analyze the properties of RePair with regard to its relationship to maximal repeats. As stated above, several works have studied RePair, but, to the best of our knowledge, none of them associate RePair with maximal repeats. Moreover, we propose a grammar compression algorithm, called MR-RePair, that focuses on the property of maximal repeats. Ahead of this work, several off-line grammar compression schemes focusing on (non-maximal) repeats have been proposed [12, 13, 14] . Very recently, Gańczorz and Jeż addressed to heuristically improve the compression ratio of RePair [15] . However, none of these techniques use the properties of maximal repeats. We show that, under a specific condition, there is a theoretical guarantee that the size of the grammar generated by MR-RePair is smaller than or equal to that generated by RePair. We also confirmed the effectiveness of MR-RePair compared to RePair through computational experiments. Contributions: The primary contributions of this study are as follows. (1) We analyze RePair and show the relation between a grammar generated by RePair and maximal repeats. (2) We design a novel variant of RePair called MR-RePair, which is based on substituting the most frequent maximal repeats. (3) We implemented our MR-RePair algorithm and experimentally confirmed that MR-RePair reduces the size of the generated grammar compared to RePair; in particular, the size decreased to about 55% for a highly repetitive text that we used in our experiment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the notations of strings and the definitions of maximal repeats, grammar compression, and RePair. In Section 3, we analyze RePair and show the relation between RePair and maximal repeats. In Section 4, we define MR-RePair, and describe the implementation of it. In Section 5, we present experimental results of comparison to RePair. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Let Σ be an alphabet, which is an ordered finite set of symbols. An element T = t 1 · · · t n of Σ * is called a string, where |T | = n denotes its length. A string is also called a text. Let T = t 1 · · · t n ∈ Σ n be any text of length n. If T = usw with u, s, w ∈ Σ * , then s is called a substring of T . Then, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, let T [i..j] = t i · · · t j denote the substring of T that begins and ends at positions i and j in T , and let T [i] = t i denote the ith symbol of T . We call the number of occurrences of s in a text as a substring, the frequency of s, and denote it by #occ(s). Texts Σ * andΣ * are said to be isomorphic for alphabet Σ andΣ, if there exists an isomorphism from Σ toΣ.
Let s be a substring of text T . If the frequency of s is greater than 1, s is called a repeat. A left (or right) extension of s is any substring of T with the form ws (or sw), where w ∈ Σ * . We say that s is left (or right) maximal if left (or right) extensions of s occur strictly fewer times in T than s, and call s a maximal repeat of T if s is left and right maximal. In this paper, we consider only such strings with length more than 1 as maximal repeats. For example, substring abra of T =abracadabra is a maximal repeat, while br is not.
A context free grammar (CFG or grammar, simply) G is defined as a 4-tuple G = {V, Σ, S, R}, where V is an ordered finite set of variables, Σ is an ordered finite alphabet, R is a finite set of binary relations called production rules (or rules) between V and (V ∪Σ) * , and S ∈ V is a special variable called start variable. A production rule represents the manner in which a variable is substituted and written in a form v → w with v ∈ V and w ∈ (V ∪Σ) * . Let X, Y ∈ (V ∪ Σ) * . If there are x l , x, x r , y ∈ (V ∪Σ) * such that X = x l xx r , Y = x l yx r , and x → y ∈ R, we write X ⇒ Y , and denote the reflexive transitive closure of ⇒ by * ⇒. We define grammarĜ = {V ,Σ,Ŝ,R} as a
Given a text T , grammar compression is a method of lossless text data compression that constructs a restricted CFG, which uniquely derives the given text T . For G to be deterministic, a production rule for each variable v ∈ V must be unique. In what follows, we assume that every grammar is deterministic and each production rule is v i → expr i , where expr i is an expression either expr i = a (a ∈ Σ) or
We estimate the effectiveness of compression by the size of generated grammar, which is counted by the total length of the right-hand-side of all production rules of the generated grammar.
RePair is a grammar compression algorithm proposed by Larsson and Moffat [2] . For input text T , let G = {V, Σ, S, R} be the grammar generated by RePair. RePair constructs G by the following steps:
Step 1. Replace each symbol a ∈ Σ with a new variable v a and add v a → a to R.
Step 2. Find the most frequent pair p in T .
Step 3. Replace every occurrence (or, as many occurrences as possible, when p is a pair consisting of the same symbol) of p with a new variable v, then add v → p to R.
Step 4. Re-evaluate the frequencies of pairs for the renewed text generated in Step 3. If the maximum frequency is 1, add S → (current text) to R, and terminate. Otherwise, return to Step 2.
Lemma 1 ([2]
). RePair works in O(n) expected time and 5n+4k 2 +4k + √ n + 1 −1 words of space, where n is the length of the source text, k is the cardinality of the source alphabet, and k is the cardinality of the final dictionary.
Analyzing RePair
In this section, we analyze RePair with regard to its relationship to maximal repeats.
The following theorem shows an essential property of RePair. That is, RePair recursively replaces the most frequent maximal repeats. Theorem 1. Let T be a given text, and assume that every most frequent maximal repeat of T does not appear with overlaps with itself. Let f be the frequency of the most frequent pairs of T , and t be a text obtained after all pairs with frequency f in T are replaced by variables. Then, there is a text s such that s is obtained after all maximal repeats with frequency f in T are replaced by variables, and s and t are isomorphic to each other.
We need two lemmas and a corollary to prove Theorem 1. The following lemma shows a fundamental relation between the most frequent maximal repeats and the most frequent pairs in a text. Due to limitations of space, we omit some proofs.
Lemma 2. A pair p of variables is most frequent in text T if and only if p occurs once in exactly one of the most frequent maximal repeats of T .
The following corollary is directly derived from Lemma 2.
Corollary 1. For a given text, the frequency of the most frequent pairs and that of the most frequent maximal repeats are the same.
The following lemma shows an important property of maximal repeats.
Lemma 3. The length of overlap between any two occurrences of most frequent maximal repeats is at most 1.
From the above lemmas and a corollary, now we can prove Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 1. By Corollary 1, the frequency of the most frequent maximal repeats in T is f . Let p be one of the most frequent pairs in T . By Lemma 2, there is a unique maximal repeat that is most frequent and contains p once. We denote such maximal repeat by r. Assume that there is a substring zxpyw in T , where z, w ∈ Σ, x, y ∈ Σ * , and xpy = r. We denote r [1] and r[|r|] byẋ andẏ, respectively. There are 2 cases to consider: (i) #occ(zẋ) < f and #occ(ẏw) < f. If |r| = 2, the replacement of p directly corresponds to the replacement of the most frequent maximal repeat, since p = r. If |r| > 2, after p is replaced with a variable v, r is changed to xvy. This occurs f times in the renewed text, and by Lemma 2, the frequency of every pair occurring in xvy is still f . Because the maximum frequency of pairs does not increase, f is still the maximum frequency. Therefore, we replace all pairs contained in xvy in the following steps, and zẋ andẏw are not replaced. This holds for every occurrence of p, implying that replacing the most frequent pairs while the maximum frequency does not change, corresponds to replacing all pairs contained (old and new) in most frequent maximal repeats of the same frequency until they are replaced by a single variable. Then, we can generate s by replacement of r. (ii) #occ(zẋ) = f or #occ(ẏw) = f . We consider the case where #occ(zẋ) = f . Note that #occ(zxpy) < f by assumption that xpy is a maximal repeat. Suppose RePair replaces zẋ by a variable v before p is replaced. Note that by Lemma 2, there is a maximal repeat occurring f times and including zẋ once (we denote the maximal repeat by r ), and r = r by assumption. By Lemma 3, the length of overlap of r and r is at most 1, then onlyẋ is a symbol contained both r and r . After that, xpy = r is no longer the most frequent maximal repeat because some of its occurrences are changed to vr [2. .|r|]. However, r [2. .|r|] still occurs f times in the renewed text. Since #occ(zxpy) < f and #occ(xpy) = f , #occ(vr [2] ) < f and r [2. .|r|] is a maximal repeat. Then, r [2. .|r|] will become a variable in subsequent steps, similarly to (i). Here, r would also become a variable. Thus, we can generate s in the way that we replace r first, then we replace r [2. .|r|]. This holds similarly foṙ yw when #occ(ẏw) = f , and when #occ(zẋ) = #occ(ẏw) = f .
From Theorem 1, if the most frequent maximal repeat is unique in the current text, then all the occurrences of it are replaced step by step by RePair. However, it is a problem if there are two or more most frequent maximal repeats and some of them overlap. In this case, which maximal repeat is first summarized up depends on the order in which the most frequent pairs are selected. Note, however, if there are multiple most frequent pairs, which pair is first replaced depends on the implementation of RePair. We call this order of selecting (summarizing) maximal repeats maximal repeat selection order (or MR-order, simply).
The size of the grammar generated by RePair varies according to how to select a pair when there are several distinct most frequent pairs that overlap. For instance, consider the text bcxdabcyabzdabvbcuda. There are 3 most frequent pairs, ab, bc, and da with 3 occurrences. If RePair takes ab first, the rule set of generated grammar may become {v 1 → ab, v 2 → bc, v 3 → dv 1 , S → v 2 xv 3 cyv 1 zv 3 vv 2 uda} and the size of it is 19. On the other hand, if RePair takes da first, the rule set of generated grammar may become {v 1 → da, v 2 → bc, S → v 2 xv 1 v 2 yabzv 1 bvv 2 uv 1 } and the size of it is 18. Remark 1. If there are several distinct pairs with the same maximum frequency, the size of the grammar generated by RePair depends on the replacement order of them.
However, the following theorem states that MR-order rather than the replacement order of pairs is essentially important for the size of the grammar generated by RePair. Theorem 2. The sizes of the grammars generated by RePair are the same if they are generated in the same MR-order.
Proof. Let T be a variable sequence appearing in the grammar generation process of RePair, and f be the maximum frequency of pairs in T . Suppose that T is a variable sequence generated after RePair replaces every pair occurring f times. By Theorem 1, all generated T are isomorphic to one another, thus the length of all of them is the same, regardless of the replacement order of pairs. Let r 1 be the most frequent maximal repeat of T such that r 1 is prior to all other ones in this MR-order. r 1 is converted into a variable as a result, and by Lemma 2, all pairs included in r 1 are distinct. Then, the size of the subgrammar which exactly derives r 1 is 2(|r 1 | − 1) + 1 = 2|r 1 | − 1. This holds for the next prioritized maximal repeat (we denote it by r 2 ) with a little difference; the pattern actually replaced would be a substring of r 2 excluding the beginning or the end of it, if there are occurrences of overlap with r 1 . However, these strings are common in the same MR-order, then the sizes of generated subgrammars are the same, regardless of the selecting order of pairs. This similarly holds for all of the most frequent maximal repeats, for every maximum frequency of pairs, through the whole process of RePair.
MR-RePair
The main strategy of our proposed method is to recursively replace the most frequent maximal repeats, instead of the most frequent pairs.
Definition 1 (MR-RePair). For input text T , let G = {V, Σ, S, R} be the grammar generated by MR-RePair. MR-RePair constructs T by the following steps:
Step We show an example of the grammar generation process of MR-RePair in Figure 1 Figure 1 : An example of the grammar generation process of MR-RePair for text abracadabra. The generated grammar is 
We start with T . Let f 1 be the maximum frequency of maximal repeats in T . By Corollary 1, the maximum frequency of pairs in T is also f 1 . LetĜ 1 , · · · , r (f 1 ) m 1 be maximal repeats with frequency f 1 in T , and assume that they are prioritized in this order by the MR-order. Let each l (f 1 ) i (for i = 1, · · · , m 1 ) be the length of the longest substring of r (f 1 ) i such that there are variables that derive the substring in bothĜ
mr . Note that this substring is common to RePair and MR-RePair, and each l (f 1 ) i is at least 2. Then, by Lemma 2, the following holds:
The renewed texts T and T (f i ) mr are isomorphic. Let k be a natural number such that f k > 1 and f k+1 = 1, which is the number of decreasing of maximum frequency through the whole process of RePair and MR-RePair. Then,
holds. Because every l
mr |, 1 2 g rp < g mr ≤ g rp follows (2) and (3) and the proposition holds. g mr = g rp holds when every length of l (f j ) i is 2. Note that unless the MR-order of RePair and MR-RePair are the same, in theory, there may be a case where the size of the generated grammar by MR-RePair becomes larger than that by RePair. This can be easily derived from Remark 1 and Theorem 3.
We can implement MR-RePair by extending the original implementation of RePair stated in [2] , holding the same complexity. We can clearly execute operation (ii) in constant time. So we consider how the time complexity is affected by operation (i). Let l be the length of the maximal repeat containing the focused pair, and f be the frequency of the pair. Then, when MR-RePair checks the left-and right-extensions for all occurrences of the focused pair, O(fl) excessive time is required compared with RePair. However, the length of entire text is shortened at least f (l − 1) by the replacement. Therefore, according to possible counts of replacement through the entire steps of the algorithm, MR-RePair works in O(n) expected time. Remark 2. We can convert a grammar of RePair to that of MR-RePair by repeating the following transform: If a variable v appears only once on the right-hand side of other rules, remove the rule for v and replace the one occurrence of v with the right-hand side of the removed rule. However, time and space complexity stated in Theorem 4 cannot be achieved in this manner, since additional operations and memory for searching and storing such variables are required.
Experiments
We implemented MR-RePair 1 and measured the number of generated rules and the execution time in order to compare it to existing RePair implementations and Re-PairImp 2 proposed by Gańczorz and Jeż [15] .
As stated in Remark 1, the size of a generated grammar depends on the MR-order. In practice, the MR-order varies how we implement the priority queue managing symbol pairs. To see this, we used five RePair implementations in the comparison; they were implemented by Maruyama 3 , Navarro 4 , Prezza 5 [16] , Wan 6 , and Yoshida 7 . Table 1 summarizes the details of the texts we used in the comparison. We used three texts as highly repetitive texts; one is a randomly generated text (rand77.txt), and the others are a Fibonacci string (fib41) and a German text (einstein.de.txt) which were selected from Repetitive Corpus of Pizza&Chili Corpus 8 . The randomly generated text, rand77.txt, consists of alphanumeric symbols and some special symbols; and it is generated by concatenating 32 copies of a block that includes 1024 random patterns of length 64, i.e., the size is 64 × 1024 × 32 = 2, 097, 152 byte. In addition, we used three texts (E.coli, bible.txt, world192.txt) for real data selected from Large Corpus 9 . We executed each program seven times for each text and measured the elapsed CPU time only for grammar generation process. We calculated the average time of the five results excluding the minimum and maximum values among seven. We ran our experiments on a workstation equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670 2.30GHz dual CPU with 64GB RAM, running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS on Windows 10. All the programs are compiled by gcc version 7.3.0 with "-O3" option. Table 2 lists the experimental results. Here, we excluded the number of rules that generate a single terminal symbol from the number of rules because it is the same between MR-RePair and RePair. As shown in the table, for all texts except for fib41, the size of rules generated by each RePair implementation differs from each other. In any case, MR-RePair is not inferior to RePair in the size of rules. For rand77.txt in particular, the number of rules and the size of rules decreased to about 11% and 55%, respectively, compared to the best competitor of RePair. For einstein.de.txt, moreover, the number of rules decreased to about 44% and the size of rules decreased to about 72%. On the other hand, for the texts of Large Corpus, which are not highly repetitive, it turned out that the effect of improvement was limited. Note that fib41 does not contain any maximal repeats longer than 2 without overlaps. Therefore, MR-RePair generates the same rules as RePair. Also note that MR-RePair runs at a speed comparable to the fastest implementation of RePair.
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed RePair and showed that RePair replaces step by step the most frequent pairs within the corresponding most frequent maximal repeats. Motivated by this analysis, we designed a novel variant of RePair, called MR-RePair, which is based on substituting the most frequent maximal repeats at once instead of substituting the most frequent pairs consecutively. Moreover, we implemented MR-RePair and compared the grammar generated by it to that by RePair for several texts, and confirmed the effectiveness of MR-RePair experimentally especially for highly repetitive texts.
Although we did not discuss how to encode grammars, it is a very important issue from a practical point of view. For MR-RePair, if we simply use delimiters to store the rule set, the number of rules may drastically affect the compressed data size. To develop an efficient encoding method for MR-RePair is one of our future works. Table 2 : The sizes of generated grammars and the execution times. Each cell in the table represents the number of generated rules, the total lengths of the right side of all the rules except for the start variable, the length of the right side of the start variable, and the total grammar size in order from the top row. The fifth row separated by a line represents the execution time with seconds.
